**FTX Base Operation Manual**

**Description:**

The FTX Base is a multi format Base which handles 3 radio receivers, 4 telephone lines and 1 GSM receive only module. (Note: The receiving devices are optional and should be mentioned when the base is ordered.)

All received signals are displayed on a 4 line X 20 character LCD, top 2 lines showing the current received string with the receiving device. The bottom 2 lines display a scrollable list of the last 20 received alarms.

A serial output is available for use with a control room monitoring software from a serial D9 or USB output.

The base comes with a plug in 16 VAC transformer and a Serial cable. All that needs to be done to get started is to plug the Serial cable between the base and the relevant port to be used on the monitoring computer, plug the transformer between the base and the mains power socket and turn the Key switch (supplied) to the ON position. (BACK UP BATTERIES ARE INCLUDED IN THE CASE, unless removed for transportation purposes).

A ‘DECODER SIGN ON’ accompanied by the base’s control serial number will be sent to the monitoring software on the computer. All valid received signals will be sent to the monitoring software as they are received.

The radio receivers are equipped to handle the Normal code 15 MAMI string, the MAMI Wnet string and Ademco Contact ID in both DTMF and the NEW FTX protocols.

The 4 Telephone lines handle all famous telephone protocols except SIA. Please note that telephone format selections are optional and the required format(s) should be mentioned when the base is ordered.